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Abstract- Wireless ad hoc sensor networks are being devel-
oped to collect data across the area of deployment. These tech-
nologies enable multiple robots to form a temporary multi-robot
team and cooperate with each other to launch a complex mission.
A path planning algorithm and well-organized communication
protocol are needed when the multi-robot systems have to search
for or reach a designate target. It is more complex in designing
a collaborative path planning algorithm and communication
protocols for multi-robot systems since it has to consider avoiding
intra-team collisions, energy efficiency, information sharing and
cooperation problems, etc. Moreover, unlike single robot path
planning problem, a multi-robot system is usually constructed
by several simple, cheap, function-restricted, and energy-limited
robots to plan a path toward the target by cooperative fashion.
This is the main advantage of the puny multi-robot system.
Therefore, in this paper, we propose a simple but efficient collab-
orative path planning algorithm (CPPA) and a communication
protocol for the sensor multi-robot systems where the energy
consumption is reduced as well as the duration of reaching
the goal is shortened. Moreover, considering the survivability
of the mission, the proposed algorithm can enable the sensor
robots to complete the mission even if some robots are failed by
accidents. Experiment results show that the energy consumption
and computation of proposed algorithm is lower than the multiple
independent robots or other methods.

I. INTRODUCTION

There are many popular researches about sensor networks
in recent years [10], [14], [22]. The character of sensors that it
can detect the information of the specified regions where we
are interested like humidity, brightness, degree of shake, and
so forth [2], [7]. Besides, with the advances in wireless ad hoc
communication and robotics technology, it can be possible to
organize teams (swarms) of the autonomous multiple sensor
robots to finish complex missions that comprise several teams
[9]. These sensor robots generally cooperate with each other
to complete an assigned mission and use collaborative strategy
for power saving, increasing the survivability, and improving
the successful probability of the mission, etc.
The path planning problems had been discussed for several

decades, because that this problem is an essential research
issue in robotics since robots need to plan a path to reach
a goal. General speaking, the path planning problems are
classified as two categories: known-environment path planing
(KEPP) and unknown-environment path planning (UEPP). The
KEPP methods assume a complete knowledge of both the
robots and the environment [8], [19], [23]. Its main advantage
is to prove the existence of a solution that permits the robot
to reach its destination and to generate collision-free map-
making. However, they have some well-known drawbacks that

these proposed model need the exact model of the environment
and is difficult to handle correctly dynamic modifications of
the the environment due to the addition of objects and presence
of obstacles with mobility.
On the contrary, some researches about the unknown en-

vironment and single robot scenario [6], [11], [24], UEPP
incorporates and reflects the sensing information to a robot's
planning process as apposed to classical motion planning.
Therefore, an absolute localization is not required between the
robots and the environment. In these circumstances, the robots
has to acquire through its sensory inputs a set of stimulus-
response mechanisms instead of a structural modeling of the
environment. In this scheme, the robot is generally expected
to carry out simple tasks. Nevertheless, these methods are
only operated in a single robot system. The reason of using
multiple robots is to prevents the robots break down in their
mission-executing for increasing the survivability. There is
also a drawback about energy that every robot needs to do
the same calculations and decision-making in the single robot
system. Although many methods of path planning in unknown
environment have been proposed for multi-robot system [1],
[3], [5], [25]. They seldom consider the power saving as well
as the complexity of the method in this system. Therefore,
we propose a power-efficient path planning protocol named
collaborative path planning algorithm (CPPA) for multi-robot
to operate easily in unknown environment. The decision of
path planning in CPPA is decided by a coordinator of a
cluster with the environmental information sensed by other
member robots. With the cooperation of the coordinator and
members, the cluster can reduce the communication to reach
their destination.
The remainder of paper is organized as follows. Section II

describes the related technologies and architecture of multi-
robot system. In Section III, we propose a concept of the
protocol standard with minimap to help the decision-making of
the coordinator. Then, in Section IV, we present our proposed
CPPA for implementation of this protocol. We perform a
series simulation models to evaluate the proposed algorithm in
Section V. Finally, we give some conclusions in Section VI.

II. COLLABORATIVE MULTI-ROBOT SYSTEM

Fig. 1 shows a sketch of multiple sensor robots scenario
searching for a target in an unknown environment with many
obstacles and needing a collision-free path planning algorithm
to go to the target. These mobile robots equips several sensors
and wireless communication equipments. There is no global
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Fig 1. An illustration of the path planning ill unknown ensironment with
multiple sensoi robots

positioning systeni (GPS) since all sensor robots are in indoor
environment. and needs indoor position estimation methods
to indicate the position. Most existing localization algorithms
make use of trilateration or multilateration based on range
measurements obtained from received signal strength indicator
(RSSI) [4] time of arrival (ToA) [20]. time difference of
arrival (TDoA) [ 18], and angle of arrival (AoA) [17j]. The RSSI
technique is employed to measure the power of the signal at
the receiver and, because of its simplicity, it is considered in
our work.

These sensor robots are organized as a team and one of them
plays a coordinator. The others serve as members and they
communicate with each other by wireless devices. The coordi-
nator is like a guider to lead their members to go to the target.
The communication protocol is IEEE 802.15 4 [12], which is
a low cost and low energy consumption equipment for short
range (-- 10 meters in indoor environment) communications.
In the aspect of the direction measurement of the robots, each
sensor robot equips a electronic compass, which can support
a global direction of the robot. to indicate its current direction
[2 1]. With the electronic compass, the sensor robots can know
which direction they lace. The direction of the robot d is easily
represented as an angular magnitude by electronic compass.

Besides, the inter-distance of robots in a cluster should be
maintained to avoid collisions or wandering away. We consider
a cluster consisting of n. sensor robots Rf. R2*. Rt and Dij
represents the distance between two sensor robots fi and RJ.
The robot collision avoidance problem can be considered same
as the obstacle avoidance by using several techniques such
as infrared [15] and ultrasound [16], etc. These techniques
are designed to overcome the collision problems but not
wandering away problem. We use the RSSI value ij to estimate
the distance between two robots [13]. The RSSI value can be
obtained by received communication packet from other robots.

If the measured signal strength i1, from the received packet
exceeds that of the robot Rf by a threshold ht. we say that the
robot Rf is in the lower boundary range. Otherwise, the Rf
is wandering away from the coordinator and should be pulled
back. To maintain the distances between the coordinator and
its members, the coordinator periodically broadcasts a beacon
B with its coordinate to its members. To avoid the ping-pong
effect of using the threshold, we set two thresholds the upper

Fig. 2- The example of S x 8 fixed stiuctural mninaimap with obsticles f(t a
robot in unknown environment.
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FigJ 3. The packet formnat of the minimap sending trom the muembers to
their coordinator.

bound h,X and the low bound 1). Each robot, after receiving
the beacon, will judge the -il, whether smaller than the hl, If
'hl < h1, the robot R- will turn it direction and goes toward
the coordinator until the 'j is larger than or equal to the 1-,

IIIt MINIMAP INTEGRAIION

At the Section II, we have known that tihe coordinator
collect the information of the environment fromt its members
for maintaining the global map information to help itself
do decision-making of path planning. Therefore, we should
know the packet format of the data communication between
the coordinator and the members. So in this section, we
try to make the sensing data of environmnent a fixed packet
format. There are two packet format of communication for
the coordinator and the members. One packet format is for the
member to send information of environment to its coordinator.
and the other is for the coordinator to request the members to
gather their information of the environment. With this format
the robots can more easily do communication with others in
a common protocol.

First, we define a fixed 8 x 8 minimap model to represent
the environmental data of a robot in its coverage. In Fig. 2

a robot fills the grids with the color (environmental data
=1) if it sense the obstacle in it. The robot can adjust

the size of na x on minimap according to the number of
sensors the robot have. Therefore, we make the itiforrmation of
minimap into a fixed packet with 64 (8 x 8) bit streams. For
example, the 64 bits environmental data of the robot in Fig. 2
are "00000000, 01l11100, 00000000, 00000000, 00000000.
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Fig. 4. The members sense the information of environment integrated by
the coordinator and decide all the free-space ways.
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Fig. 5. The packet format of the request sending from the coordinator to its
members.

01000000, 01000000, 00000000"' respectively. So we can
make the sensing data a packet format in Fig. 3. This packet
format is used for the members to sending the information
of environment to the coordinator. In this packet format, the
column of SourcelID-Num and DestinationID-Num are filled
with the id number of the member itself and its coordinator.
And the column of X-Coordinate and Y-Coordinate contain its
coordinate. The environmental data are extended into the last
column of the packet with adjustable fixed bits.

After defining the minimap model, the robots can easily
send and the coordinator can correctly recognize its sensing
information by the standardized packet format. The Fig. 4
is the sketch of the environmental shape integrated by the
coordinator in path planning. The coordinator receives all
standardized minimaps of its members where it is interested
to build the partial view of the environment to check all the
space-free ways for decision-making. Therefore, the packet
format for the coordinator is in Fig. 5. In this packet for-
mat, the SourceiD-Num is filled with the id number of the
coordinator, and DestinationIDNum is filled with the id

The Coordinator The

nironm, t

The.
member 3

The members gather the
information of environment and
send a minimap to the coordinator The

member 4

- Sending the packet format in Fig.5
-_ Sending the packet format in Fig.3

Fig. 6. The sketch of communication model between the coordinator and its
members.

number of member needs to gather the information of the
environment. If the message of coordinator needs to broadcast
to all the members in its cluster, the column of the Destina-
tionlIDNum is contain "1111" (reservation for broadcasting).
There are three commands in the Command-Type column of
the packet that we can categorize with its command actions.
The Command-Type = 00 represents the broadcast message
(or beacon) with unchanged direction of its cluster, and the
Command-Type = 01 is also the broadcast message but with
changed direction of its cluster. The last, the Command-Type
= 11 is used by the coordinator to gather the information of
environment from the specified id robots in the column of the
DestinationID-Num. And the column of X-Coordinate and Y-
Coordinate are the coordinator's coordinate. The last column is
used for containing the degree of the coordinator's angle by its
electronic compass. Using these two fixed packet format, the
coordinator and members can easily request for and transmit
with the environmental information to each other.

IV. INTRA-TEAM COMMUNICATION PROTOCOL
By the integration of the minimaps, we can clearly construct

the communication model in Fig. 6 between the coordinator
and the members. Therefore, in this section, we describe
the proposed collaborative path planning algorithm (CPPA)
with intra-team communication protocol in detail. Taking
Fig. 4 for example, there are nine sensor robots (n = 9)
gathered as a cluster to cooperate with each other to go to
a given target. First, R, receives the (xt,yt) of the target
and calculates the angular magnitude to the target and to
turn its direction to the target. The R, then broadcasts its
members a request packet including the target's coordinate
(Xt,Yt), its coordinate (x,,yc), and the facing direction to
request its members to collect related map information. The
member Ri, i e {I,... , n - 1}, after receiving the request
packet, will collect the related environment information and
reply its minimap including the shapes of obstacles if any and
its coordinate (xi,yi) back to R,.
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THE COORDINATOR ALGORITHM
BEGIN
turnleft_counter +- 0
turm-right_counter +- 0
set Command-Type i- 11
v = f((xc , yc), (xt, yt))
broadcast ((xc, xc), v)
while not reaching the Target or receive the Mm do

if detecting an obstacle from sensor robots (x0, yo) then
if OBSTACLEDECISION(x0, yo) then

if turnmrightLcounter flag is set then
v' = counterclockwise-choose-free-space (xc, yc, v)

else
if tumleft-counter flag is set then

v' = clockwise.chooseifree-space (xc, yc, v)
else

v' = choose_free.space (xc, yc)
if v' is no more than v and tumleft-counter is not set then

set the turnmeft.counter flag
else HI v' is more than v and tumrnightLcounter is not set

set the turn_right_counter flag
set Command-Type +- 01

else
clear the turnileftLcounter and turn.right_counter flags
set Command-Type +- 00

stack ((Xc, yc), v) - ((Xc, yc)', v')
broadcast ((Xc, yc), v)

endwhile
END

Fig. 7. The algorithm of the coordinator process.

The coordinator will wait for a while or its countdown
expired to collect all the minimaps from its members to build
up a temporary view of the environment for making decision.
According to the (xi,yi) and the fixed structural model of
minimap, the coordinator can determine which of locality
Ri is. The coordinator combines different minimaps from its
members, it can build a temporary map as shown in Fig. 4.
The RC then, according to the v and several possible space-
free ways, chooses the nearest (with high priority) space-free
way to the target to make a smarter decision.
The direction will be changed while the team meets an

obstacle. Since the CPPA is based on cooperative fashion, the
members will send the minimaps to the coordinator if they
meet obstacles. Thus, when Ri runs into a obstacle in a straight
direction, it will announce its minimap to RC for the decision
making. When RC receives the address of a obstacle, it will
update its map information and determine whether they have
to change a new direction or not. If RC decides to change
a new direction, it will broadcast this new information to
its members with the new direction (set Command-Type =

01) and its current coordinate (xc,yc). Thus, members will
move toward the new direction announced by RC if they have
exceeded the (xc, Ye). If RC does not change a new direction
(the column of Command-Type is still 00), Ri will avoid the
obstacles and get closer to RC when its new direction has no
obstacles. The algorithms of the coordinator and members are
shown in Fig. 7 and Fig. 8, respectively.

These processes are proceeded interactively until they reach
the goal.To alleviate the energy consumption, the direction to
the target is computed by coordinator only and the members
follow the direction to go to the goal. They only needs to

THE MEMBER ALGORITHM
BEGIN
far-away +- 0
while not reaching the Target do

receive the broadcast information ((x,, yc), v)
if far-away flag is set and ? is not bigger than hu then

V = f((Xm, Pm), (Xc, yc))
else

if r is less than h,
set the far-away flag
v = f((xm, ym), (Xc, Yc))

else
V =vc
clear the far-away flag

constructing the minimap
send the minimap back to its coordinator
if OBSTACLEJDECISION(x0, y,) then

v, = f((xm, ym), (xc, Yc))
if v' is no more than v then
v= clockwise-choose-free-space (xm, ym, v)

else HI v' is more than v
v = counterclockwise-choose-free-space (xm, ym, v)

endwhile
END

Fig. 8. The algorithm of the member process.

maintain its minimap and avoid the obstacles they meet. The
communication overhead is also reduced since members only
communicate with the coordinator when they meet the obstacle
in its straight direction.

V. EXPERIMENT RESULTS

To illustrate the efficiency of the proposed CPPA on the
path planning of multi-robot systems, we perform a series
of simulation scenarios to evaluate the performance of the
CPPA. We perform four different scenarios, shown in Fig. 9, to
evaluate the CPPA. These simulation scenarios have individual
characters, such as cross-shaped obstacles, double frame-
shaped obstacles, and other easily trap-making mazes. Initially,
ten mobile sensor robots are randomly distributed in the left-
down corner in the simulation area. One of them serves as the
coordinator and the others serve as cluster members. The target
is assumed in the right-up corner of the area. The simulation
parameters are shown in Table I.

TABLE I

SYSTEM PARAMETERS IN SIMULATIONS

Simulation Parameter
Radio data rate
Radio transmission range
Radio transmission power
Radio receiving power
Radio idling power
Radio sleeping power
CPU clock rate
Computation power
Ultrasound sensing range
Simulation map length
Simulation map width

Normal Value
250 kb/s
10 m
1400 mW
1000 mW
830 mW
130 mW
400 MHz
500 mW
I m
1000 m
1000 m

For the simplicity of representation, we use a black point to
represent the cluster. The movement of the cluster is presented
by using series points. Fig. 10 shows the experiment results
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Fig. 9. Four scenarios of the simulation.
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Fig. 10. The moving path of a cluster of multi-robot by using CPPA.

by our simulation in the four different scenarios. We can see

that the proposed CPPA leads the robots toward the target

smoothly. Moreover, in scenario 3 and 4, we can see that, base

on the CPPA, initially the coordinator plans a wrong path to the

target by decision making. However, the CPPA will collect the

environment informnation to adapt their moving path to reach

the target correctly.

To compare the energy efficiency of the CPPA with other

single robot path planning algorithms. At last simulation, we

try to make a comparison of average energy consumption

with a single robot. The energy consumption in the CPPA

includes decision-making computation (only in coordinator),

wireless communication (transmission, receiving, idling, and

sleeping), and movement, but the energy consumption in gen-

eral single robot only includes decision-making computation

and movement. We try to considerate all the possible energy

consumptions in real environment to make the simulation more

realistic. Fig. 1, Fig. 12, Fig. 13, and Fig. 14 show the average

energy consumption of each robot by the CPPA and single

robot in the four scenarios, respectively. We can see that the

power consumption of each robot by using the CPPA is more

lower than the single robot system when the number of the

cluster is increasing. The power consumption is getting lower

when the number of robots in a robot team increases. This is

because that CPPA adopts cooperative strategy to plan a path

to the given target and thus reduces the power consumption

by one single robot.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we propose a power-efficient path plan-

ning protocol named collaborative path planning algorithm

(CPPA) for a multi-robot system without global positioning
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